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The transient solution of a class of nonautonomous, stochastic differential 
equations with given random initial conditions is studied. The considered evolution 
equation is characterized by the presence of a deterministic linear term and of a 
random nonlinear term whose parameters can be modeled by random processes of 
Rice noise type. Analytical approximated expressions for the first- and second-order 
moments and for the probability density of the solution process are derived and are 
applied to determine the statistical properties of a class of stochastic nonlinear 
oscillators. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
The response of stochastic dynamical systems with random parameters 
has been systematically studied in recent years by various authors; see for 
instance the works by Soong [ 11, Adomian [2] and Bellomo [3,4]. In 
addition, qualitative results on the stability of particular classes of stochastic 
systems with random parameters have been obtained in [ $61, and some 
statistical properties of the solution processes have been analytically derived 
in [7] for a class of linear random differential equations; in [8] for 
autonomous systems with constant random parameters; in [9] where 
equations for the first two moments of the processes are established; and 
very recently in [lo] where the asymptotic behaviour of a class of semilinear 
stochastic systems has been analyzed. 
On the basis of the above-quoted methods [l-4] for studying stochastic 
differential equations, this paper deals with the study of a class of 
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nonautonomous stochastic systems with given random initial conditions 
whose evolution equation has the form: 
i = [A ] x + f(vt) + eg(x; t(w, t)), x(O) =x&J), (1) 
x = x(w, t): l2 x T+ D, c R”, t E T= [O, L,], co E (0, F,P). (2) 
With regard to Eq. (1) the following assumptions are made. 
H 1. [A ] is a constant deterministic matrix; 
H2. f(vt) = (fi}, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, is a deterministic vector function of time 
with period t = 2x/r; 
H3. E = o( 1) is a small deterministic parameter; 
H4. g = { gi), with gi E Cm(Dx), is a nonlinear deterministic function 
which depends on a set r(w, t) of random coefficients, which can be modeled 
by random processes of Rice noise type: 
r(w. f) = {r/((w, I)}, k = 1, 2 ,..., M, 
rk(O, t) = 4 c,, cos(R,,t - cJhk) 
(3) 
hyl 
with Chkv nhky Qhk constant random variables defined in the complete 
probability space (0, F, ,u) and joined with known probability densities: 
‘C&hk)’ PR,,k(W~k)~ ‘cPhk@hk)’ 
H5. The initial conditions of motion x(O) = x,,(o) are random, and 
x0(w) is joined with a known probability density P,(x,) constant with time. 
The objective of this research is to determine approximated analytical 
expressions regarding the moments and the probability density of the tran- 
sient solution of the above-defined stochastic evolution equation and to give 
a quantitative evaluation of the distance between the exact solution and the 
approximated one. An application in mechanics of the developed theory, 
concerning the behaviour of a class of stochastic nonlinear oscillators, is also 
considered in the final sections where quantitative results are obtained and 
discussed. The natural extension of the present analysis relates to the study 
of systems where the external forcing function f is a random process 
f = f(w, f) of the type described by Eq. (3). 
2. ANALYSIS 
In order to study the transient solution of Eq. (1), introduce, according 
with the methodology proposed by Soong [ 11 and Bellomo [3], the 
augmented state vector: 
z= {x,a}, z E D; c ~‘“+3”“,1, (4) 
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where 
a = ic,,, 3,,. Ghk/ E D, (5) 
is a constant random vector, defined in the probability space, whose 3MN 
components appear in the random parameters T,Jw, I). The evolution 
equation for z is obviously 
i = [AL] z + fi(vt) + E~(z; r(l)) = G(z, I), (6) 
0 0 . . . 
[A] . . . . . 
[AZ1 =
0 ... 0 
0 . ..o o...() 1 3 (7) * . . . . . . . . . 0 . ..o ()...I) 
fi = (f, ,...,f, o,..., 01, gz = { g, ?‘..1 g,, o,..., 01. (8) 
Equation (6) is a vector differential equation with deterministic parameters 
and random initial conditions 
z(t = 0) = Zo(W) = (x0, a) (9) 
which are joined to the known probability density 
JYzo) = Wo> Ch). 
The deterministic differential equation correspondent to Eq. (6) is 
i = [A,] z + f;(w) + Eg(z, r,(t)), $0) = q-J, 
with 
(10) 
(11) 
ro(f) = irOkW I, r,,(r) = \‘ 
h=l 
Chk cos(whk t - @hk). (12) 
It is known [ 111 that the general solution of Eq. (11) may be formally 
written in the form 
z(~;z,)= [W)lzo + 1' [W-s)l{fz(w) + a,(z(s;zo),ro(S))I ds, (13) 
-0 
where [U(t)] is the principal matrix associated with the constant coefficient 
matrix [A]. On the basis of the methodology which was recently introduced 
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by Adomian [2, 121 and applied in [ lo] for studying the asymptotic regime 
of a similar class of stochastic systems, it follows that each solution of 
Eq. (6) is also solution of the stochastic integral equation 
~6% C zo) = [u(t)] zo + i,’ [ U(t - s)] (f,(w) + &g,(z(w, s; z,), r(w, s))} ds. (14) 
Let us now consider Eq. (14) and develop a perturbation technique in 
order to obtain approximated solutions of the said integral equation. By 
recalling hypothesis H3, we search for this solution in the form 
z(u, ; zo) = z*(u, t; zo) = 2 &jzqu, t; zo), 
i=O 
(15) 
z’“‘(0) = zo(w), z”‘(0) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,...) m. 
As as consequence of hypothesis H4 on the nonlinear function g, g; admits 
an expansion of the type 
m-l 
g; = g;* = x ,igy (1’3) 
I=0 
with 
llgL-13*II<~=0(~“) for s - 0 (17) 
gy’ = (d’g/d&‘),=,/‘! = ( gy’}, g,“” = gy’(z”‘, z(“,...,z~‘; r(w, t)) 
(18) 
and where the norm is defined as 
llg,-g,*II= .max Igi-gi*l. I= l.....n 
IET 
(19) 
Inserting Eqs. (15) and (16) into Eq. (14) and equating the terms of the same 
power of ci, one obtains 
Z”‘(t; Zo> = [I] Z. + ji [~(f - s)]f,@s) ds, (20) 
z”‘(w, t; zo) = ft [ U(t - s)] gy-“(z(“‘, z(l),..., z’--I’; r(w, s)) ds, 
-0 
j = l,..., m. (21) 
The solution of Eq. (20) gives the first term of the expansion (15): it is the 
solution of the corresponding linear, nonautonomous problem, whereas 
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Eq. (2 1) supplies, by simple quadratures, the following terms of the approx- 
imated solution process. 
The evaluation of the error which is introduced by truncating the 
expansion (15) at the term of order m is defined by the following: 
LEMMA. The m-order approximated solution z* of the initial values 
problem (6), (9) is such that 
(22) 
where S is defined by Eq. (17), L is a positive constant, and the norm is 
dejined as 
lIz--z*/l= ,=y”. Iz,--I?. (23) n 
IET 
Proof: Owing to the boundedness of T and hypothesis H4, there exists 
(see, e.g., [131) a convex domain D = Dz . T in which the function G(z, t) 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition, so that 
I( G(z’, t) - G(z”, t)ll < L I( z’ - z” 11 
with L positive constant, for each t E T and (z’, z”) E Dz. Then, introducing 
the approximated function 
G*(z, t) = [A?] z + f:(vt) + eg;(z, t), 
where g$ = ( g: ,..., g,*, 0 ,..., 0) with g,? given by Eq. (18), one obtains 
IIG-G*JI=eIlg-g*II~eB=o(em). 
By applying the generalized Gronwall inequality [IO] we obtain 
IZi - .zTI< )I exp [i: L do] EB ds = EB(eL’ - 1)/L < sJ(exp(Lt,a,) - I }/L 
which, by taking into account Eq. (23), proves the lemma. 
The most important statistical properties of the solution process can be 
now computed as follows. The moments of each i-component of z*(w, t; zO) 
are obtained by applying the approximated solution (15), (20), (21) and by 
recalling that the probability density P(zJ is constant with time. One obtains 
E(zYI = jD [Zi*(O, t; Zo>I” P.&,) P,(a) dx, da; (24) 
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in particular, the expected values of the components of the stochastic process 
x*(0, t; x0) are 
E{x: } = 5 $1 zy’(co, f; zo) P,(xo) P,(a) dx, da, (25) 
j=O R 
where .zy’ are given by Eqs. (20) and (21), and its variances can be 
calculated by 
Var(xF} = 2 P) Var(xy’} + 2 mgl G &u+‘) cov(xy’. XI”}, (26) 
j=O I=0 j=T+I 
where Cov{xy’, xi”} is the covariance of each couple of random terms in the 
expansion ( 15). 
Let us now determine the evolution in T of the joint probability density 
P(x; t, x0) of the solution process. In the considered class of equations, it is 
known [4] that the probability density of the augmented variable z can be 
calculated as follows: 
m, c zo) = J(t; zo) &o>, (27) 
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation z(f) -+ zo, whose evolution 
equation is 
dlfdf = -JV . G. (28) 
Since from Eqs. (6) and (8) we obtain 
V . G = i {aii + c(dg,/dq) } 
i=l 
where a,, are the elements in the principal diagonal of [AL], integration of 
Eq. (28) yields 
Inserting Eq. (29) into Eq. (27) and integrating with respect o the random 
vector a, we obtain 
m, c x0) = P,(xo> I, eexP (%,(=v SC%) ds) 1 P,(a) da 
(30) 
If the approximated expression of z given by Eqs. (15), (20), and (2 1) is 
used for calculating the integral of Eq. (30), then the same equation supplies, 
409/98/2-2 
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within the considered order of approximation, the values of the probability 
density of the solution process. 
3. APPLICATION 
In order to apply the above-developed theory, consider the class on 
nonautonomous oscillators with one degree of freedom whose motion is 
described by the stochastic differential equation 
f + 2yi + 1*x + E{T,(w, t) x” + r,(w, t) i”} =f, sin(H) (31) 
with 0 < y < A and where T,Jw, t) are random processes defined by Eq. (3) 
with k = 1,2. Then Eq. (31) may be written in the form (1) with 
x= {x,=x;x*=i), x0= (x,,io}: 
(32) 
f, =g, =o; f2 = f, sin(vt); g, = -{t-,(0, I) x’; + r*(w, t) x; 1. 
Let us determine the first-order approximated solution of Eq. (31) in the 
form 
x*(w, t; x0) = x’O’(t; x0) + &X”‘(W, t; x0). (33) 
The terms of the expansion (33) are given by the first two components of the 
solutions (20,2 1 ), where 
[U(t)] = emyf [ y;Jp’I ;~~~I!~~~~ 
sin(at)/o 
cos(ot) - y sin(at)/u 1 ’ 
u* = a* - y*. (34) 
Inserting Eq. (34) into Eq. (20) and integrating, the well-known solution of 
the corresponding linear stochastic oscillator is obtained: 
x\“(t; x0) = a(x,) eCyt sin(ut + w(x,)) +f,p sin(vt - 8) (35) 
x:O’(t; x0) = a(xo) eey’{u cos(ur + w(x,)) - y sin(ut + V(x,))} 
+ VP& cos(vt - e), (36) 
where 
p = {(a’ - vy + 4v5?} -‘I*, (37) 
tg 8 = 2yv/(P - v2), sin 8 > 0, (38) 
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a(x0) = ((x0 +2yvf&*)* + [yxo + io + Vf~op2(V2 - A2 t 2y )j2/a2 p*, 
(3% 
sin(w(x,)) = (x0 + Wfo~*)/4x0)~ 
cos(w(xo)) = {yxo t&j t ~f~fop*(~* - A2 t 2y2)J/{@x,)l, (40) 
whereas Eq. (21) supplies the following first-order perturbation term 
x"'(w, t;x,)= F(t, t;o)- F(0, t; w) (41) 
with F(s, t;w)= (F,, F,}, 
F,(s, t; co) = -i + 4 C,,Z,,(s, t; co), 
0 kY, hT, 
(42) 
F,(s, I; co) = --yF,(s, t; w) - + t1 C,,Z;,(s, t; co), 
kT, hY, 
(43) 
where Zhk are known functions of their arguments, to be calculated by 
performing the following quadratures 
Z,,(s, t; 0) = f eCy’t-s’ sin{o(t - s)} cos(Q,,,s - @hk)(~jp’(~, w)}’ ds (44) 
with 9 = u if k = 1, q = v if k = 2, and ZAk are given by the same Eq. (44) 
upon substitution of sin{a(t - s)} with cos(a(r- s)}. The moments of the 
two components of x*(0, t; x,,) are then obtained by inserting the above 
equations into Eq. (24). In particular, the expected values are 
E{xi*} = E{xiO’} + Ezqx;.“}, i= 1, 2, (45) 
with 
E(xj”‘) = fxj’)(t; x0) P,(xo) dx,, (46) 
c hk {Z (t t’ hk , , w) - Z,,,(O, t; w)l P,(xo) p,(a) dx, da, 
E(xi”} = 5 ;: 1 Chk(y[zhk(t, ;w) -z/Jo, 1; o)]/u 
k=, h7, cl 
-I;&, r; w) + Z;,(O, t; o)} Px(xo) P,(a) dx, da. 
(47) 
(48) 
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The variances can be calculated by 
Var{xT} = Var(xj”] + 2s Cov{xj”‘,s]“} + F’ Var(x:“} 
and the covariance at time t of displacement and velocity by 
(49) 
cov(x:, xf } = Cov(xyy x:“‘} + &[COV{Xy’. .~;“I + Cov(x”“. x\O’t 1 
+ &* Cov(x~“, xyy, (50) 
where xy’ are given by Eqs. (35)-(44). Therefore, the explicit determination 
of the first- and second-order moments of the approximated solution process 
(33) is reduced to the elementary quadratures hown by Eq. (44). Moreover, 
within the same s-order approximation, the joint probability density of the 
process is obtained by inserting Eq. (33) into Eq. (30), with the following 
result: 
P(x, t; x0) = P&x0) J exp 
DC2 I 
2yt + EU + C,, J’cos(R,,s - QhZ) 
h=l 0 
x [x:O’(s; x0)]“-’ ds (51) 
where x$“’ is given by Eq. (36). 
4. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION 
To visualize the results of the preceding section, consider the stochastic 
oscillator with quadratic nonlinearity described by the equation 
1+ A2x + Er(w, t) i2 =fo sin(W), 40) = x0(0) (52) 
(A # v), and assume that the stochastic coefftcient r(o, t) be a simplified 
version of the ones defined by Eq. (3), namely, 
r(w, t) = co cos(l)t - @) (53) 
with Co, L!, @ known, independent random variables, Q and @ being 
uniformly distributed in [a,, J?,] and [-7r/2, n/2], respectively. Moreover, 
assume that the random initial conditions be defined by the probability 
density 
Px(xo) = (2~)~“’ exp(-(x0 - 1)‘/2) 6(i, - l), (54) 
that is, by a normal distribution for x0 with mean 1, variance 1, and a deter- 
ministic value of i. equal to 1. Calculation of the integrals (44) leads to the 
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following first- and second-order moments of the approximated solution 
process x*(0, t; x0): 
E(xi*}=j [xi”--E i~$~~~~ 1 P,(x,)dx,, i= 1,2, (55) 
1 
Cov(x~, xz*} =j lx yx:“’ - E 2nn(2L n ) [x:O’H,(t; x0)+ x;O’H,(t; x0)] 
2 I 
2 G> ff,(G x0> 
+’ 3213.Z(R2-R,) I 
PAxo> dxo - Ekei Eke t. (57) 
In Eqs. (55H57), (Co>, (Ci) are the first and second moments of the 
random variable Co, and H, ,..., H, are defined as follows: 
H,tt; x,) = jz; {K, sin&V) + K, cos(l2t) + K, 1 d.0, (58) 
H,(t; x0) = jr” ((It, - RK,) sin(f?t) + (QK, + kz) cos(l2t) + kj 1 dJ2, (59) 
Ql 
H,(t; x0) = 1”’ (K: + K: + K: + K: + 2(K, K, - K,K,) sin(Qt) 
-R, 
+ 2(K, K, - K, K,) co@)} ds2, (60) 
H,(t; x0) = jQ’ ((Ii1 - OK,)* + (OK, + k2)’ + k; + k: 
Ql 
+ 2[k,(k, -OK,) + k@K, + kz)] sin(Qt) + 2[k,(L?K, + k2) 
- &(k, - QK,)] cos(LV)] 1 df2, (61) 
~[K,~~+K~~~+K~~,+K~~? 
+ R(K, K, - K, K,)] sin(J2t) 
+ [K& - K,k, + K,k, - K,k, 
+ R(K, K, + K2K4)] cos(f2t) 
I 
df2, (62) 
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where the dots mean time differentiation, and K, . . . ..K. are the following 
known functions of time, of the initial conditions and of the random 
variable R: 
K,(t; x0. l2) = A*a’b, sin(Ut + w) + bib1 sin(2vt) 
+ 2Aab,{b, cos(& + y) sin(ut) + 6, sin@ + IJI) cos(vl)}, (63) 
K,(r; x0, f2) = L2a2b, cos(Ut + y) + bib6 cos(2~t) - 2bB(A2a’ + ba) 
+ 2lab,(b, sin(vt) sin(;lt + w) + 6, cos(vt) cos(Lt + ty)}. (64) 
K,(r; x0, f2) = {A’a*b, cos v/ - Zlab,b, sin II/ + bib, + 2b,(12a’ + 6:)) 
x cos(h) - (12a2blo sin ye + 2Aab,b,, cos ty) sin(&). (65) 
K&, xo, Q) = {2b,@ ‘a2 + 6:) -A*a’b,, cos IJI - bib,? - 2Lab,b, sin v/} 
x sin(At) - (A2a2b, sin v + 2Aab,b,, cos y) cos(At) (66) 
with a = a(~,,), yt = I given by Eqs. (39) and (40), b, = &/(A’ - ~9’). 
and b, ,..., b,, known functions of the random variable 0, as follows: 
b&l) = -8Rl12/((R2 - 12)(Qz - 912)}, 
b2(i2) = -8DAv/[ (0’ - (2v -A)‘}{l2’ - (2~ + A)‘/], 
b,(B) = -8L?Av/[{Q’ - (21- v)‘}(Ll’ - (21 + v)‘)], 
b&2) = 2f2/(R2 - v’) + b,(R)(R2 - 4L2 - d)/(4h), 
b,(D) = 2/qR2 + 3A’)/{(.f2’ - n2)(n2 - 9A’)}, 
b,(R) = b,(Q)(Q* + 4v2 - 12)/(4Rv), 
b,(l2) = 2v/(R2 - v’) + b,(R)(L” + 4/l’ - v2)/(4f21). 
(67) 
b&2) = A/&?’ -A’), 
b,(R) = -b,(R)(Q’ - 4A2 + v2)/(2Dv), 
b,,(Q) = 2b,(R)(R* - 31’)/(ll’ + 312), 
b,,(Q) = -b,(R) + 4v/(R2 - v’), 
b,2(Q) = -b,(L!)(f2’ - 5L2)/(4A2), 
b&2) = -b,(Q)(Ll* - 4~’ - 1’)/(4h), 
b&2) = -b,(L’)(R2 - 41* - v2)/(4h). 
Remark. Considering the values of b,(B),..., b,4(l2), it appears that the 
above solution holds for J2 #A; 31; v; &(2v k A) and k(2A f v); however, it 
may be verified that for these particular realizations of the random variable 
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FIG. 1 
R, simplified analytical expressions of K, ,..., K, should be obtained from the 
calculation of the integrals (44). 
The obtained expected value and variance of the displacement x:(0, t; x0), 
together with the correlation coefftcient 
R,,,=Cov(x,*,x,*{/[Var(xT] Var(x,*}]“’ (68) 
of the two components of the solution process, are visualized in Fig. 1 for 
A = 3, E = 0.1, (C,) = 2, (Ci) = 1, R, = 4.5, Q, = 5.5, f0 = 5, and v = 2. In 
order to show the effects of the random nature of the considered system, the 
values of E{x,*} are also compared with the corresponding transient solution 
of the deterministic equation 
f + lzX + E(Co) 1’ =&sin(H) (69) 
joined with deterministic initial conditions x0 = (x0) = 1, and i0 = 1. 
Moreover, appliction of Eq. (5 1) supplies the following expression of the 
joint probability density of the approximated solution process 
P(x, t; x0) = P,(xo) J exp {2&C, [Aa N,(t;-x,, 0, @) 
Do 
+ b,N,(t; x0, Q, @)I 1 P,(a) da (70) 
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N,(t; x0, l.2, @) = b,(Q[cos(~t + ty) sin(LIf - @) + cos I// sin @]/A 
- sin& + w) cos(Qnt - @j + sin v/ cos @}, 
N&t; x0, 0, @) = (b,, + b,){O[cos(~t) sin&V - @) + sin @I/v 
- sin(&) cos(Qf - @)}/4. 
(71) 
(72) 
The evolution of P(x, t; x0), starting from the assumed initial conditions (54), 
is shown in Fig. 2 at some values of time; it was analytically deduced from 
Eq. (70) by assuming f2 = (a), @ = (@) and a uniform distribution of C, 
between 0 and 4. 
Concluding, let us remark that the proposed theory, which was developed 
on the basis of the methods for studying stochastic evolution equations and. 
in particular, of the method of the stochastic Green’s function proposed by 
Adomian, supplies analytical approximated results concerning the transient 
behaviour of a class of random systems with small nonlinearities, whose 
coefftcients are random processes of Rice noice type. The quantitative results 
obtained in the considered application can be improved by determining 
higher-order terms of the approximated solution, and this can be done by 
calculating elementary integrals of the type shown by Eq. (44). 
FIG. 2 
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